News from Redland Hospital and
Wynnum-Manly Community Health Centre
Thursday, 1 February 2018

Featured: Sylvia Shrestha, Erin Jeffrey, Jack DeGuingand,
Bonny Jones and Heather Dezuanni.

Country calling
for new RG’s
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A new group of five Redland Hospital Rural Generalists have started work on the wards and are well on their
way to a career in rural medicine.
A/Director Medical Services Dr Brian Bell said during their two years at Redland the interns would continue
their training with rotations in General Medicine, General Surgery, Emergency Medicine, Anaesthetics,
Obstetrics and Gynaecology and Paediatrics.
“The Rural Generalist Interns are really motivated to acquire as much knowledge as possible before
eventually taking up positions in rural Queensland and Redland Hospital is keen to support its colleagues
in the more remote areas by ensuring that medical staff that work there are as well trained as they can be,”
Dr Bell said.
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The Pulse is published weekly by the
Media and Communications Unit, Logan
Bayside Health Network.
To submit an article or if you just want to
share an idea, email heidi.giddins@health.
qld.gov.au or call 3299 8145.
Let us know if you are having an event so we
can attend and capture the moment or just
sent through your story. We would love to
hear from you...
Previous editions of The Pulse can be found
here >>
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And the winner is.. Roly Ergino
Nominated by Rose Sargent, Clinical
Nurse Stradbroke Ward, in the
‘Outstanding contribution’ category,
she said, “Roly works Stradbroke’s ward
cleaner. He has been an integral part of
our workplace. He is a quiet achiever who
works hard to maintain a high standard of
cleanliness in Stradbroke.
He is polite, respectful and friendly to staff, clients and
their visitors. Many times patients have observed how
hard he works- ‘he never stops’.
He has a large work area which is ever changing due
to patient throughput and some of the duties he has
to undertake are not always pleasant but he rarely
complains and takes each day in his stride.
Roly is very proactive- he comes to staff to report issues
like broken lights. He is conscious of the patients- he
reports safety issues if he observes them. When asked
to do something he is very prompt.
He does things that are not necessarily his job and just
goes above and beyond, all the time!!”

oF od Stearkveicoesut team award
Up early every morning and
still churning out the meals
after the sun goes down.
The Redland Hospital Food
Services team takes pride in
ensuring the quality of food
and service is at a premium
level.
The team strives to ensure these high
standards are consistent, problem
solving to overcome issues, evaluating
to improve and learn and wanting
to do everything they can to help
patients improve their health and head

off home remembering that Redland
Hospital gave their best.
The team is in the kitchen, in the
wards, in the corridors ... always with
a smile on their faces - even knowing
there are dishes to be done and clean
ups to finish.
Nominated by Christopher Keating,
Assistant Food Services Manager,
in the ‘Outstanding contribution’,
‘Customer focus’, ‘Contribution to
patient safety’, and ‘Team excellence’
categories.
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B onny Jones
Starting work at Redland Hospital was like coming
home for new Rural Generalist Bonny Jones.

Erin Jeffrey

Dr Jones said she grew up in the Redlands and was
looking forward to seeing patients she knew from
around the local area.
“There is a great need in the country for doctors and
to have a wide scope of practice in a world that is
becoming so specialised will be great,” she said.
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Heather Dezuanni has traded in her badge and gun for a stethoscope to begin work at
Redland Hospital last month.

Heat her Dezuanni

A former UN peacekeeper, Australian Federal Police officer and Queensland Police
officer, Dr Dezuanni said she decided she wanted to do something different.
“I was living on a military base and my team was quarantined with swine flu so met all
the medical and allied health staff.
“I followed them around and loved the culture of it; I asked lots of questions.”
Dr Dezuanni said she believed the ED would be a comfortable space for her in terms of
tempo but looked forward to working as remotely as possible.
“Redland Hospital has a great reputation for junior doctors with a very supportive
approach which is so important in these first few years.”
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busy times
for Redland Hospital ED

While most people were
out and about enjoying an
Australia Day with family
and friends, staff rostered
at Redland Hospital on the
public holiday were ready
and waiting to help locals
having not such a great
day off work.
Redland Hospital Emergency
Department RN, Ruth Mizzoni
who worked on Australia Day said
backyard activities and drinking
often didn’t go together very well
and that using caution around
water sports and recreation was
always important.
Ruth said accidents from the
simple things at home like slip
and slides, running and jumping
into the pool, slipping in shallow
wading pools or diving into
shallow water were always a
concern.
Featured: RN Ruth Mazzoni.
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Community Voices
Did you know our facilities receive fantastic feedback each and every week? Here is a
recent example sent to Redland Hospital.
Hello
I just wanted to pass on my gratitude and
heap praise upon the Redland Hospital A&E
Department staff that were working on Sunday
afternoon, 3rd Dec.
I brought my adult son in after his health
steadily worsened following a sloppy
diagnosis and the useless medication
prescribed by his GP.
I have not been to Redland A&E before, but
I must say the care and thoroughness with
which my son was treated was absolutely
stellar.
We were prepared for a long tedious wait
with him feeling worse by the minute and
me worried sick, but following his immediate
triage, we were seen fairly quickly.

I am sorry I can’t remember the names of the
treating nurse and doctor because I would
like to send my thanks to them in particular,
but they were just terrific.
The care he received was thorough and caring
(not to mention cheerful) and it transpired
that he had a raging case of Glandular Fever
that was confirmed with blood tests, throat
swab and a chest X-ray.
After two bags of IV fluids, some steroid
medication and a wealth of information, I was
able to take him home in a much better state
and know he is on the road to recovery.
Redland Hospital should be very proud of
their A&E team. They are outstanding.
With heartfelt thanks.
JB

Women turning 50 are being asked to look out for a purple envelope in their letterbox
around the time of their birthday. This contains a pre-booked appointment letter from
BreastScreen Queensland Brisbane Southside Service and will be replacing the current
electoral roll invitation letter.
The pre-booked appointment letter strategy aims to increase new client attendance/
participation and follows a successful trial within the Service which saw four times the
usual amount of new clients attend for a breast screen during the trial period.
Breastscreen Queensland is a free screening service for asymptomatic women aged
50-74 years. Women aged 40-49 and 75+ are also eligible to attend but are encouraged
to talk to their GP to find out if breast screening is right for them. Appointments can be
made online at breastsceen.qld.gov.au or by phoning 13 20 50.

